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Recent remarks by the U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff (CSAF), General Mark Welsh, on tough 
funding choices regarding conventional and nuclear forces renewed the debate on the 
fundamental role and relevance of nuclear weapons in U.S. national security — a debate 
which should concern NATO members. While General Welsh, the former U.S. Air Forces 
Europe Commander, certainly understands the importance of dual capable aircraft and 
nuclear weapons within and across the alliance, his comments highlighted the tough 
choices he and other senior defense leaders in the United States are contemplating.  

For many proponents of a modern nuclear arsenal there is great concern that ongoing cuts 
to defense spending in the United States will ultimately leave the nuclear force too 
unreliable and too small to be effective — achieving nuclear disarmament by neglect. 
General Welsh’s comments were viewed by some as a signal that such a reality is being 
contemplated.  

For the average American, the nation’s nuclear arsenal is rarely, if ever, a topic given much 
thought. However, Americans and Europeans need to understand the fundamental 
importance of these weapons to our collective security.  

Three basic and divisive questions are central to the debate. First, are nuclear weapons still 
required to deter potential NATO adversaries or can today’s advanced conventional force 
accomplish the same purpose? Second, do nuclear weapons stabilize or destabilize global 
security? Third, should the United States continue to fund this “Cold War relic” at a time 
when the American military and militaries across NATO are facing fiscal constraints?  

Nuclear weapons and deterrence 

For close to 40 years (during the Cold War), nuclear weapons served as the cornerstone of 
U.S. strategic deterrence, at home and abroad. Nuclear weapons were used to contain and 
deter Soviet aggression against the U.S. and assure the security of NATO. Not only did 
Americans understand deterrence at home, but they understood the centrality of extended 
deterrence to the United States’ broader grand strategy. Few questioned the purpose of 
these weapons and many Americans understood that NATO’s joint nuclear arsenal played a 
critical role in deterring Soviet conventional forces from attacking Western Europe. 

With the end of the Cold War and advances in technology, the relevance of nuclear weapons 
came into question as the world watched American and allied troops easily defeat Iraqi 
forces with precision guided munitions in 1991 and then defeat the Serbian strongman 
Slobodan Milošević less than a decade later — again largely with precision guided munitions. 
These, and other, successes of conventional power led many in the United States and Europe 
to ask, can the U.S. and NATO maintain credible deterrence without nuclear weapons? For 
those who had long opposed nuclear weapons, the answer was a resounding yes. For 
nuclear weapons proponents, the question itself was an illustration of how poorly nuclear 



abolitionists understood the fundamental characteristics of nuclear deterrence and nuclear 
weapons.  

Most recently, proponents of a strong and credible nuclear arsenal have looked to the last 
two decades of constant warfare for the United States and asked; if American conventional 
superiority is such an effective deterrent, why have so many of America’s adversaries 
challenged a clearly superior power to a conventional fight? Nuclear weapons proponents 
argue that the historical record clearly shows that conventional forces do not deter 
adversary states — regardless of force capabilities.  

Instead, they suggest credible deterrence requires the United States, and NATO, achieve a 
psychological affect in the mind of an adversary that leaves no doubt that the risk of 
challenging the United States offers no reward. In essence, the threated action causes the 
adversary to undergo a cost benefit analysis that concludes the potential benefits of their 
desired action do not come close to approaching the likely costs of that action. Nuclear 
weapons, because of their unique destructive capability, are the only weapons proven to 
ensure an adversary reaches that desired conclusion when conducting their cost benefit 
analysis.  

The simple reality is such that no conventional capability can even approach the explosive 
and psychological effect of a nuclear weapon. The largest conventional weapon in the U.S. 
inventory produces a blast equivalent to 11 tons of dynamite. That blast is roughly 5 orders 
of magnitude smaller than current nuclear weapons. The GBU-43 and the BLU-82 are 
weapons that have seen extensive use in Afghanistan over the past decade. And despite 
their ability to flatten large areas, Al Qaeda and Taliban fighters adapted to their use as they 
continued to fight NATO forces. In short, they have failed to deter even the weakest of 
adversaries. 

The sheer destructive magnitude of nuclear weapons ensures that the costs of risking a 
nuclear strike outweigh any potential benefits gained by ignoring it. The end of the Cold War 
does not change this calculation. In the twenty years since the Soviet Union collapsed, 
Russia, a country modernizing its nuclear arsenal, has never come close to NATO red-lines. 
Thus, extended deterrence has remained credible and Europe has remained safe under the 
American nuclear umbrella — emphasizing the importance of our enduring alliance.  

It is also important to note that in the years since the Cold War ended, India, Pakistan, and 
North Korea became nuclear weapons states. If the current halt to its nuclear weapons 
program were to end, Iran is believed to be less than a year from producing a nuclear 
weapon that can strike a number of NATO countries. And, should Iran go nuclear, it is 
believed that Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Turkey are likely to build or buy their own nuclear 
weapons. If such a state of affairs were to develop in the coming years, the United States’ 
remaining strategic nuclear arsenal and the small tactical nuclear arsenal of NATO will be the 
only thing left to deter potential adversaries in a much more dangerous world.   

There is simply no escaping the fact that as long as other nations possess nuclear weapons, 
the United States and NATO must retain a safe, secure, and effective arsenal that continues 
to credibly ensure our collective security. 



Stabilizing or destabilizing? 

Questions concerning the effects of nuclear weapons on global stability are often asked by 
those that have not examined the historical record. Even a cursory examination of 
diplomatic and military history over the past seven decades clearly reveals that the 
acquisition of nuclear weapons makes a state more — rather than less — risk averse. Where 
a state may have once sought to settle old scores or take advantage of an adversary’s 
perceived weakness, the very possession of nuclear weapons places the consequences of 
losing escalatory control in a conflict front and center in the minds of national leaders. The 
risks of a nuclear holocaust become too high to take chances, which leave nuclear weapons 
states much less willing to pursue aggressive foreign policies. 

Perhaps the best evidence is found in the data measuring the number of conflict related 
deaths (civilian and military). According to an analysis conducted by the U.S. Strategic 
Command, between 1600 and 1945 an average of 1-2 per cent of the world’s population 
(combatants and civilians) perished in war every year. After the invention of the atomic 
bomb, that percentage declined to around 0.3 per cent of the global population (see graph). 

What this equates to is a 90 per cent reduction in the number of conflict-related deaths. This 
fact should not be overlooked. For anyone who abhors war and values human life, the 
precipitous decline in the number of conflict related deaths should give humanitarians cause 
to celebrate such positive news. 

While there are a number of variables that can affect war-related fatalities, the deterrent 
effect of nuclear weapons is likely the single most important one. The simple fact is nuclear 
weapons deter their possessors from waging war against one another. They not only deter 
nuclear war, but conventional war as well. Since 1945 there has been a conspicuous absence 
of large-scale conflicts. Great powers do not want to risk losing escalation control because 
the end result is nuclear war. Thus, great powers seek to avoid war. The end result is greater 
international stability and few lives lost as a result of war. 

The deterrent effect of nuclear weapons does not end with nuclear powers. The United 
States and the Soviet Union, for example, often exerted a strong influence over their allies, 
preventing smaller-scale conflicts from expanding or preventing them altogether. For NATO 
member-states, the thought of internecine conflict, which was once endemic in Europe, has 
largely vanished. Thus, when European diplomats and military leaders describe NATO as 
nuclear alliance behind closed doors, it is because they understand the broader pacifying 
impact nuclear weapons have had on member-states. As a result of this broader effect in 
Europe and elsewhere, the past seven decades have seen a significant decline in interstate 
conflict. 

Boiled down to its simplest form, nuclear weapons give otherwise optimistic political leaders 
pause when it comes to waging any form of war. The psychological effect nuclear weapons 
have also causes nuclear powers to restrain their allies — preventing additional conflicts. 
This promotes greater international stability. 



Worth the cost? 

Even if the reader accepts the two previous arguments (continued utility and stability 
promotion) there remains the question of cost. Because of their radiological components 
and the nature of their design, nuclear weapons are constantly undergoing chemical changes 
and thus require regular maintenance that includes the replacement of internal parts. Since 
nuclear testing has not occurred in the United States since 1992, the need for subcritical 
experiments, advanced simulation and modeling, and other design and verification tools — 
used to ensure there is near-zero risk — is proving increasingly expensive.  

Recent estimates suggest that the cost of modernizing and replacing delivery systems may 
exceed $400 billion over the next several decades. Separately, the cost of life extension 
programs for the current arsenal is estimated to exceed $10 billion. Additionally, the 
national security weapons complex (research labs and production facilities), which was 
originally built during and following World War II, requires infrastructure upgrades that are 
projected to cost $60 billion. In a fiscally constrained environment, such projections are 
leaving congressional appropriators with sticker shock. But, like all data, perspective is 
required. 

Currently, the Department of Defense allocation for the nuclear arsenal is less than 5 per 
cent of the approximately $613 billion defense budget. This percentage has remained 
relatively stable since the end of the Cold War and makes the nuclear arsenal by far the most 
economical weapon system the U.S. possesses. When considering the fact that nuclear 
weapons have prevented great power war for seven decades and guaranteed the 
sovereignty of the United States and Europe, they are a bargain at considerably more. 

The F-35, which many NATO member-states are contemplating as a replacement for their 
aging fighters, is an acquisition program with a price tag — in the United States alone — of 
$1 trillion dollars. This is more than twice the cost of new or modernized nuclear weapons 
delivery systems, warhead, and infrastructure. Perhaps a second example adds additional 
perspective. In 2012, The Coca-Cola Company reported annual earnings of $48 billion, which 
is about 150 per cent of what Americans spent on the nuclear arsenal — $30-35 billion. In 
other words, Americans spent more money on Coke than on the single greatest guarantor of 
peace and security the United States has ever possessed. 

Currently, the U.S. defense budget maintains a status-quo within the nuclear enterprise, 
rather than enabling the weapons labs to develop new weapons which offer improved, 
safety, security, and cost effectiveness. Essentially, funds are allocated to perform routine 
maintenance for the warheads and infrastructure. At the same time as the United States has 
completely halted the development of new warheads, Russia, China, and other nuclear 
weapons states are in the midst of major development programs that are improving the 
quality of their warheads and delivery vehicles.  

The reality is that two decades of minimal funding for the nuclear complex has put the U.S. 
on a path where the loss of human capital and aging facilities may negatively affect the 
reliability of the existing stockpile in the future. This may leave the United States and NATO 
at a distinct disadvantage in the years ahead should NATO’s deterrence lose its credibility 
largely because of American neglect.  



Considering that nuclear weapons guarantee American and European territorial sovereignty 
and help stabilize the international system, the projected cost to modernize the arsenal is 
the most economical choice to ensure the security of NATO member-states. However, 
NATO’s 2012 Deterrence and Defense Posture Review is ambiguous in its discussion of the 
role nuclear forces play in European security. In Article II, Section 8, for example, the Review 
states, “Nuclear weapons are a core component of NATO’s overall capabilities for deterrence 
and defense alongside conventional forces.” Article II, Section 9 adds, “As long as nuclear 
weapons exist, NATO will remain a nuclear alliance.”  

Although this language may seem to clearly indicate that NATO member-states are 
committed to the nuclear arsenal, inconsistency is introduced when Article II, Section 12 
states,  

“Consistent with our commitment to remain our nuclear alliance for as long as 
nuclear weapons exist, Allies agree that the NAC will task the appropriate 
committees to develop concepts for how to ensure the broadest possible 
participation of Allies concerned in their nuclear sharing arrangements, including in 
case NATO were to decide to reduce its reliance on non-strategic nuclear weapons 
based in Europe.”  

This last section seemingly opens the door for removal of tactical nuclear weapons from 
Europe, which would leave NATO reliant on an American arsenal based in the continental 
United States and the small arsenals of Britain and France. Such a state of affairs would not 
serve the best interest of the enduring alliance and should be of particular concern to 
continental states.  

While the American public largely accepted the role played by the Unites States in NATO 
during the Cold War, they have become increasingly unwilling to play a primary role in 
European security. With the Department of Defense primarily focused on the Middle East 
and Asia, where America’s two greatest security concerns reside, the calls for 
decommissioning the United States’ tactical nuclear force are growing in strength. Given the 
strength of the Global Zero movement in the U.S., removing American nuclear weapons 
from Europe is an early objective that exists in the realm of the possible.  

If, however, NATO member-states were to demonstrate their support for the nuclear 
alliance by, for example, offering to share the life extension program costs of NATO based 
weapons or undertaking public diplomacy efforts aimed at convincing the American public of 
the arsenals relevance to our collective security, it might send the right signal to Washington 
— showing just how important nuclear weapons remain to European security. Admittedly, 
such acts are well outside the norm, but at a time when the United States is considering a 
range of dramatic and unprecedented defense cuts, it is important for NATO to ensure that 
its preferences are clearly understood. And by all accounts, NATO’s member-states have no 
desire to see the alliance lose its nuclear component. 
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Would you like to react?  
Mail the editor: redactie@atlcom.nl.   

 


